
                                                                                       

I- LISTENING COMPREHENSION ( 8 marks) 
 

1- Tick the correct alternative.                                                                                                   (O,5) 

  The speakers are answering the question.. 

       (a) Would you like to be a politician? 

       (b) What would you like to be in the future? 

       (c) Would you like to be a musician or a film star? 

  2-  Listen and complete with suitable words from the listening.                                    (2) 

  

Most of the speakers want to be _______________ .Only one speaker  would want to be a ____________. 

 Jeff wants to be a _______________ because you can do it  until you’re ___________ and grey 
_______________  a professional athlete can only do it when he is young. 

 Jeyong is good at _____________ and laughing ;that’s why she would like to be a ___________   
_________. 

           

3- Correct the underlined words from the listening                                                           (1,5) 

 Martin and Ruth  would like to be politicians because they love politics and because politicians  
                                                            …………………………….                  …………………….. 

have a good reputation. 

…………………………………. 

4- Listen to Simon and complete the table.                                                                                (3) 
 

He would want to be a _______     ________________ 
Because he loves : 
 The outdoors 
 _________________ 
 Making ___ ______  ____  ___________ 

He wouldn’t mind __________  ______________ 
 

He wouldn’t want to be a ______________ 
Because he hates: 
 politics 
 Telling __________________. 

 
 

 

5- Listen and  Find words that correspond to the following transcriptions                (0,5) 

[Ѳ] = _________________      

    [ʃ] = _________________      

6- Listen and circle the stressed syllable                                                                                   ( 0,5) 
 

Po li ti cian                            /                                      dis ho nest     
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II- LANGUAGE                                                                                                          ( 12 marks)                                                           
1- Fill in the blanks with words from the list below.(There are 2 extra words) (4 mks) 

 

 The film „High School Musical‟ won two _____________ thanks to a new group of _________ young 

singers, dancers and actors who were _________ studying .Among them was 17 – year – old Zac 

Efron who has been surrounded by __________ . “Watching kids react to the film is incredible. 

With kids you get a very pure sense of joy when they see you, and that's really fun”, he once 

answered a journalist. He‟s leading an amazing life these days. He „s __________ a celebrity. 

Everybody knows Zac . When he was making the film he didn‟t realize how ______________ it would 

become. At first he wanted to be a basketballer but his father _____________ him to start an 

acting ____________. Now he hardly has the time to see his family and friends . 

 Choose the right alternative and write it in the box below .(4 mks) 

    

 

2- Put the verbs in the correct tense or form. 

I really want to do something great with my life.I am so ( ambition) _____________ that I can‟t see 

myself ( do ) _____________ a desk job or physical labour like my father.My plan (be) ______ to 

Journalist:What made you decide you would become a 

professional   (1) ? 

Gerard Zimmer:Passion and desire.When I was 

growing up my peers were playing while I was  in my 

uncle‟s restaurant helping him with the washing up .I 

(2) earn my living and help my parents. 

Journalist:What about school? 

Gerard Zimmer: I dropped  (3) at 17 and enrolled at 

New England Culinary school. 

Journalist: How were you trained and what was that 

like? 

Gerard Zimmer: Well, It wasn‟t  (4)  difficult as I 

had expected. This doesn‟t mean that it was heaven on 

earth  .Once  I  cut my  finger in the kitchen so  I found  

(5)  briefly transferred to the role of assisstant boy while 

my finger healed. There, I had the opportunity to observe 

and work with the hotel‟s executive  chef,  

Journalist: Do you believe in luck? 

Gerard Zimmer: Yes, I do. My fellow students  (6) 

hard (7) their training especially the “Mystery 

Baskets” whereas I was  luckier because mine was 

about knife skills which I was brilliant at. Then  By age 

18, I  moved to Switzerland where I  worked for five years 

in the kitchens of such prestigious hotels as the Hotel Baur 

au Lac in Zurich which presented even (8)  experience 

for my lessons learned to become a well-skilled chef! 

ANSWERS   

 

1. cooker / cook / shelf 

 

 

 

2. used to / was used to  / got used 

 

3. of / out / from 

 

 

 

4. like / as / so  

 

 

5. me/ mine / myself 

 

 

 

6. spoilt /bothered /  struggled 

7. while/ when/ during 

 

 

 

 

8. worse  / better  / well 

 

1)………………………………. 2) …………………………….. 3) ……………………………… 4) ………………………….. 

5) ………………………………. 6) ……………………………. 7) ……………………………… 8) ………………………… 

leading -  career – become  - refuge - successful - awards– persuaded - still – brilliant -fans 



be my own boss, have my own record company .Since I ( quit) _________ school,I have always dreamt 

of belonging to “the visible world” and make “something” of myself.The best thing I (learn) 

___________ from life is that you can have anything you want ,you just have to make it happen.If 

you work hard enough and really want James Bradley, 23, has been a professional musician (1) for 

three years . His father ,Robert owns (2) an orchestra in Oxford. His interest in music grew with 

him since he was three. He went with   (3) his mother to attend all his father‟s concerts. He started 

playing the piano at the age of five when he was just (4) 1 metre  tall. It was funny because when he 

was playing his feet could hardly touch the ground! 

 

ANSWERS: 

1- ___________________________________________________________________? 

2- ___________________________________________________________________? 

3- ___________________________________________________________________? 

4- ___________________________________________________________________? 

 

GOOD LUCK!  

 
 
i really want to do something great with the rest of my life. I don’t want to work a desk job or physical 

labor like my father. my plan is to be my own boss. own a successful record label/ band management 

company. I’m willing to do a lot of things to make this happen. my goal comes before anything else whether 

it be school, my job, friends. I’ve lost a few friends due to it.  

  

the best thing I’ ve ever learned from life is that anything you want you can have. you just have to make it 

happen. Don’t rely on anyone else to do it for you. always be responsible for yourself. if you work hard 

enough and really want it you’ll make it happen. most people aren’t willing to go to almost any length for 

something. Most people won’t even try. so if you fight for it there isn’t really anything else to block your 

way, except your own negative attitude  

 


